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New Haven, ConnecticutABSTRACT To successfully design new proteins and understand the effects of mutations in natural proteins, we must under-
stand the geometric and physicochemical principles underlying protein structure. The side chains of amino acids in peptides and
proteins adopt specific dihedral angle combinations; however, we still do not have a fundamental quantitative understanding of
why some side-chain dihedral angle combinations are highly populated and others are not. Here we employ a hard-sphere plus
stereochemical constraint model of dipeptide mimetics to enumerate the side-chain dihedral angles of leucine (Leu) and isoleu-
cine (Ile), and identify those conformations that are sterically allowed versus those that are not as a function of the backbone
dihedral angles f and j. We compare our results with the observed distributions of side-chain dihedral angles in proteins of
known structure. With the hard-sphere plus stereochemical constraint model, we obtain agreement between the model predic-
tions and the observed side-chain dihedral angle distributions for Leu and Ile. These results quantify the extent to which local,
geometrical constraints determine protein side-chain conformations.INTRODUCTIONResearchers in computational protein design seek to create
new proteins with desirable properties, such as novel folds,
enhanced stability, or tailored binding affinity and speci-
ficity (1). Although a number of successes in protein design
have been achieved in recent years, the problem is by no
means solved (2–12). In a recent study (13), for example,
protein domains were designed to bind to a conserved region
of the stem of influenza hemagglutinin protein. However,
only 3% of the designed structures exhibited any binding
when tested experimentally. That work both illustrated the
state of the art in computational protein design and high-
lighted its limitations, as the authors themselves subse-
quently discussed (14).
There are several issues with current approaches to
computational protein design. Current force fields mix
knowledge-based and molecular-mechanics-based terms
with relative weights that are determined ad hoc and are
specific to each design problem (15,16). This approach
also results in double counting of some energetic contribu-
tions. For example, including a knowledge-based helix
propensity term double counts the energetics of van der
Waals and hydrogen-bonding interactions. Moreover,
many of the molecular-mechanics-based terms (e.g., van
der Waals, electrostatics, and solvent-mediated interac-
tions) do not need to be included in all applications. How-Submitted June 10, 2013, and accepted for publication September 16, 2013.
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0006-3495/13/11/2403/9 $2.00ever, molecular-dynamics force fields have been optimized
with all terms present, and with respect to a particular
water model, which makes it difficult for researchers to
assess the sensitivity of molecular-mechanics force fields
to individual energetic terms. Instead of making the force
fields more complicated, we seek a computational method-
ology in which the force fields are simplified to include
only the dominant terms that are relevant to a particular
application.
Exploration of the limits of a hard-sphere and stereo-
chemical model for protein structure has a long history.
More than 40 years ago, Ramakrishnan and Ramachandran
(17) identified the allowed backbone conformations of an
alanyl dipeptide given hard-sphere and stereochemical
constraints. The sterically allowed combinations of the
backbone dihedral angles f and j predicted for the
alanyl dipeptide match those observed in proteins of known
structure.
The influence of steric and packing constraints in proteins
has been investigated extensively in both experiments and
computational studies (18–31). For example, in experi-
ments, researchers have determined the structural and
thermodynamic changes in response to large- to small-
cavity-forming mutations and alternative core-packing
arrangements. In addition, the Richardson group (32–35)
developed a method to assess the quality of protein crystal
structures and ameliorate incorrect ones. They found that
the highest-resolution structures efficiently fill space
with few steric clashes, whereas low-quality structures
are less well packed and possess many steric clashes. Dun-
brack and colleagues have extensively analyzed the
side-chain dihedral angle distributions in high-resolution
protein crystal structures (36–39). They emphasized thathttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.09.018
FIGURE 1 Stick representation of Leu (left) and
Ile (right) dipeptide mimetics. The backbone dihe-
dral angles, f and j, and the side-chain dihedral
angles c1 and c2 are highlighted, with positive
angles indicated by the arrows. The methyl
hydrogen atoms were added using the REDUCE
program (56). The Ca atoms of the central, pro-
ceeding (i þ 1), and trailing (i  1) amino acids
are labeled. Carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and
hydrogen atoms are shaded pink, blue, oxygen,
and white, respectively. To see this figure in color,
go online.
2404 Zhou et al.the side-chain dihedral angle distributions are rotameric,
with high probabilities at specific c1 and c2 combinations
that depend sensitively on the backbone dihedral angles f
and j. They also showed that certain rotamers are rare
because of steric repulsions analogous to those that
constrain the conformations of hydrocarbon chains.
Backbone (e.g., CMAP and Amber-NMR) and side-chain
(e.g., Amber-ILDN) dihedral angle potentials and back-
bone-dependent rotamer libraries have been developed for
implementation into molecular-dynamics simulation pack-
ages (40–42). However, even with these corrections, results
from CHARMM and Amber still disagree with each other in
their predictions for the distributions of the backbone and
side-chain dihedral angles for dipeptide mimetics (43,44).
Without the CMAP corrections, CHARMM predictions
for the backbone dihedral angle distributions can be wellBiophysical Journal 105(10) 2403–2411outside the hard-sphere limits of the Ramachandran plot
(45,46).
Given the importance of side-chain packing in specifying
the stability of protein-protein interfaces (47,48) and protein
cores, we argue that for computational approaches to protein
design to be successful, one must quantitatively understand
the form of the side-chain dihedral angle distributions, i.e.,
one must explain why particular side-chain dihedral angle
combinations are more or less probable. In this work, we
present the results of computational studies of Leu and Ile
dipeptide mimetics. We explain the observed side-chain
dihedral angle probabilities for these uncharged, nonpolar
resides using a hard-sphere model with stereochemical con-
straints (i.e., the bond lengths, bond angles, and u backbone
dihedral angles set to experimental values) and no additional
energetic terms.FIGURE 2 Observed probability distributions
for the backbone dihedral angles P(f,j) (top) and
side-chain dihedral angles P(c1, c2) (bottom)
binned in 5  5 increments for Leu (left) and
Ile (right) from protein crystal structures in the
culled Dunbrack database. (a–d) The sums of the
probability distributions over all f and j in a and
b, or over all c1 and c2, in c and d equal one. In
c and d, the probability values within each of the
nine c1 and c2 boxes are labeled.
FIGURE 3 Calculated probability distributions of the sterically allowed
side-chain dihedral-angle combinations c1 and c2 (5
  5 bins) from
the steric plus stereochemical constraint model (in b, d, f, h, and j) after
averaging over all Ile configurations with the f and j backbone dihedral
angles given in a, c, e, g, and i, respectively. Panel a shows the distribution
of f and j from the culled Dunbrack database. Panel c indicates that the
dipeptide mimetics derived from the culled Dunbrack database have f
and j set to the canonical a-helix values, f ¼ 60 and j ¼ 45. Panels
e, g, and i represent uniform sampling of f and j values in the shaded
regions that coincide roughly with the a-helix, b-sheet, and a-helix plus
b-sheet regions of the Ramachandran plot outer limits (dashed line) for
t ¼ 115. Note that sterically allowed conformations can occur outside
the Ramachandran outer limits because we are not including clashes
between backbone atoms. To see this figure in color, go online.
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Fig. 1 shows stick representations of the Leu and Ile dipeptide mimetics
(N-acetylleucine-N0-methylamide and N-acetylisoleucine-N0-methyla-
mide). Dipeptide conformations for both Leu and Ile are specified by the
backbone dihedral angles f and j, side-chain dihedral angles c1 and c2,
12 bond lengths, 15 bond angles, and two additional backbone dihedral
angles u1 and u2 (without rotations of the hydrogen atoms; see the Support-
ing Material). We compare the results of our calculations with a subset
(structures with resolution%1.0 A˚ and R factor% 0.2) of Leu and Ile res-
idues from the PDB provided by Dr. Roland Dunbrack, Jr., extracted from
PISCES (49,50). From here on, we will refer to this database as the culled
Dunbrack database. Note that this data set is not a subset of the set presented
in Shapovalov and Dunbrack (39), even though a similar methodology was
used to obtain it. Our selected subset includes 2204 Leu and 1555 Ile res-
idues. The culled Dunbrack database is just one of several high-resolution
protein databases that could have been used (33,52).
The culled Dunbrack database, against which we compare our calcula-
tions, is carefully curated to include a large number of high-resolution
and high-confidence structures. Some researchers have reported that only
at resolutions less than ~0.7 A˚ are x-ray crystal structures truly free of
refinement bias (53). However, the extremely small number of available
ultrahigh-resolution structures (only six) precludes a meaningful statistical
analysis. Nevertheless, we performed a side-chain conformational analysis
of the 51 Leu and 32 Ile residues in these ultrahigh-resolution structures.
We observed no significant differences between these analyses and those
based on the culled Dunbrack data set. See the Supporting Material and
Figs. S1 and S2.
Fig. 2 shows the observed probability distributions for the backbone
dihedral angles P(f,j) and side-chain dihedral angles P(c1, c2) for Leu
(Fig. 2, a and c) and Ile (Fig. 2, b and d) from protein crystal structures
in the culled Dunbrack database. The probability distributions were binned
in 5  5 boxes and normalized separately so that the sum over all f and j,
or over all c1 and c2, equals one. Note that the majority (60%) of Ile resi-
dues have side-chain dihedral angles that fall near a single rotamer combi-
nation (300, 180) (box 6). For ease of reference, we decomposed c1 and
c2 space into nine boxes, labeled 1–9. The c1 and c2 combinations around
(300, 300) (box 3), (60, 180) (box 4), (180, 180) (box 5), and (180,
60) (box 8) are sometimes observed, whereas the c1 and c2 combinations
around (60, 300) (box 1), (180, 300) (box 2), (60, 60) (box 7), and
(300, 60) (box 9) rarely occur (with probabilities %1%). For Leu resi-
dues, >90% of the side-chain dihedral angles are found with c1 and c2
combinations around (300, 180) (box 6) and (180, 60) (box 8). Side-
chain dihedral angle combinations around (180, 180) (box 5) and
(300, 60) (box 9) are sometimes observed, whereas all other c1 and c2
combinations are rarely observed.
To obtain a physical understanding of the observed side-chain dihedral
angle distributions of Leu and Ile, we model the atoms in the dipeptide
mimetics as hard spheres with specified radii and bond-length, bond-angle,
and u-backbone dihedral-angle constraints (54). Using this model, we
exhaustively sample all backbone (f,j) and side-chain dihedral angles
(c1, c2) and determine which angle combinations give rise to steric overlaps
and which ones do not. In this context, a steric overlap is defined as a clash
between two nonbonded atoms (with both located on the side chain or one
on the side chain and the other on the backbone, i.e., we do not consider
clashes between backbone atoms) that satisfies rij < (si þ sj)/2, where rij
is the center-to-center separation between atoms i and j with diameters si
and sj. We then calculate the probability distributions for sterically allowed
combinations of the side-chain dihedral angles c1 and c2 for particular
values of the backbone dihedral angles f and j. Our calculations involve
the following steps: First, we set the atom sizes for hydrogen, sp3 carbon,
sp2 carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen to be 1.05, 1.5, 1.4, 1.4, and 1.45 A˚,
respectively. These values were calibrated in our previous studies of the
side-chain dihedral angle distributions for Val and Thr (55). We then add
the methyl hydrogens and position them using the REDUCE software pack-
age (56). To calculate the backbone and side-chain dihedral-angle distribu-tions, we discretize the f and j or c1 and c2 plane into 5
  5 boxes, and
for each box we sum the number of Leu or Ile backbone or side-chain con-
formations that are sterically allowed. The number of counts in each box
normalized by the total number of rotamer combinations sampled gives
P(f,j) and P(c1, c2). Thus, the sum of P(f,j) and P(c1, c2) over all f
and j, or over all c1 and c2, equals one. See the Supporting Material for
additional details of the computational methods.Biophysical Journal 105(10) 2403–2411
FIGURE 4 Calculated probability distributions
P(c1,c2) of the sterically allowed side-chain
dihedral-angle combinations c1 and c2 using the
hard-sphere plus stereochemical constraint model
for Ile dipeptides extracted from protein crystal
structures in the culled Dunbrack database, after
setting them to particular values of the backbone
dihedral angles f and j indicated in each panel.
The sum of the P(c1, c2) distributions over all c1
and c2 equals one in each panel separately. To
see this figure in color, go online.
2406 Zhou et al.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 3 summarizes the results obtained using the hard-sphere
plus stereochemical constraint model for Ile dipeptide
mimetics. In panels b, d, f, h, and j, we show the calculated
probability distributions P(c1, c2) of sterically allowed side-
chain dihedral-angle combinations c1 and c2 when the
backbone dihedral angles f and j are sampled according
to the distributions shown in a, c, e, g, and i, respectively.
When f and j are sampled according to the observed Ile
dipeptides in the culled Dunbrack database, where the
majority of f and j are in the a-helix region of the Rama-
chandran plot, the model predicts that the boxes with the
most sterically allowed side-chain dihedral-angle combina-
tions c1 and c2 are boxes 6 (35%), 4 (23%), 5 (20%), and 3
(16%), which is similar to the results from the culled Dun-
brack database in Fig. 2 d, i.e., boxes 6 (60%), 4 (16%),Biophysical Journal 105(10) 2403–24113 (15%), and 5 (6%). One interesting exception, which we
will investigate in future studies, is box 5, for which we pre-
dict 20%, whereas the culled Dunbrack database gives 6%.
This discrepancy suggests that the Dunbrack database does
not uniformly weight the sterically allowed side-chain dihe-
dral-angle combinations. Note that both the calculated and
Dunbrack distributions do not populate boxes 1, 2, 7, and 9.
To determine the origin of the high-probability c1 and c2
combinations in box 5 centered around (300, 180), we
investigated how the sampling of the backbone dihedral
angles influences the side-chain dihedral-angle distribu-
tions. In Fig. 3 d, we show the sterically allowed probability
distribution P(c1, c2) for Ile dipeptides derived from
the culled Dunbrack database after setting the backbone
dihedral angles to canonical a-helix values f ¼ 60 and
j ¼ 45. Setting the f and j backbone dihedral angles
FIGURE 5 Calculated probability distributions P(f, j) based on the sterically allowed combinations of Ile side-chain dihedral angles in boxes 1–9
(Fig. 2 d) in each panel. The Ramachandran plot inner (red) and outer (blue) limits for t ¼ 115 are indicated. The sums of the distributions P(f, j)
over all f and j equal one for each panel separately. To see this figure in color, go online.
Amino Acid Stereochemistry 2407to canonical helix values somewhat increases the probability
of box 6 from 35% to 49%. This result suggests that one
reason for the large number of side-chain dihedral angle
combinations near (300, 180) in the culled Dunbrack data-
base is the preponderance of a-helical structures in the
database.
To further investigate the interdependence between the
backbone dihedral angles f and j and side-chain dihedral
angles c1 and c2, we also calculated the sterically allowed
P(c1, c2) when uniformly sampling over different regions
of f and j space: the a-helix region (Fig. 3 e), b-sheet re-
gion (Fig. 3 g), and the combined a-helix and b-sheet re-
gions (Fig. 3 i). The calculated results corresponding to
each of these sampling methods are shown in Fig. 3, f, h,
and j, respectively. Sampling different regions of f and j
space in this fashion has dramatic consequences for the ste-
rically allowed side-chain dihedral-angle distributions. For
example, we find that box 6 no longer contains the most
sterically allowed c1 and c2 combinations when we sampleuniformly over f and j space. Boxes 4 and 5 now contain
the largest number of sterically allowed c1 and c2 combina-
tions, with >80% of the total contained in boxes 4, 5, and 6.
This result emphasizes that c1 and c2 combinations in box 6
might be overweighted in rotamer libraries that do not
account for the high a-helix content in the Protein Data
Bank (PDB).
We present the sterically allowed distributions P(c1, c2)
for the relevant regions of f and j space for Ile in
Fig. 4. A close examination of these data makes it clear
that the j dependence of P(c1, c2) is stronger than the f
dependence (except perhaps for values near j ¼ 65).
For values in the range 35 % j % 55 (i.e., the top two
rows of Fig. 4), box 4 contains the only sterically allowed
c1 and c2 combinations over the full range, 180 %
f % 30. As j decreases, sterically allowed c1 and c2
combinations populate box 5 as well as box 4. The most
diverse collection of sterically allowed c1 and c2 combina-
tions occurs in the range 65 % j% 25, with boxes 3,Biophysical Journal 105(10) 2403–2411
2408 Zhou et al.4, 5, 6, and 8 containing a significant number of sterically
allowed combinations. For j% 65, the number of steri-
cally allowed c1 and c2 combinations begins to decrease
significantly.
Another illustrative way to display our data is to plot ste-
rically allowed f and j values for each box of c1 and c2
combinations. In Fig. 5, we count the number of sterically
allowed c1 and c2 combinations that occur within 5
  5
boxes in f and j space for Ile. As expected, we find that
there are very few f and j combinations that admit steri-
cally allowed c1 and c2 combinations in boxes 1, 2, 7,
and 9. In addition, sterically allowed c1 and c2 combina-
tions that populate boxes 3 and 6 are associated with f
and j combinations near canonical a-helix and b-sheet
values. In contrast, sterically allowed c1 and c2 combina-
tions that populate boxes 4 and 5 are associated with the
bridge region and elevated j values in the b-sheet region
of the Ramachandran plot. This behavior is also found in
protein crystal structures from the culled Dunbrack data-
base, as shown in Fig. S3.
We also investigated the influence of correlations among
the bond angles, bond lengths, and u-backbone dihedral
angles on the distribution of sterically allowed side-chain
dihedral angles. In Fig. 6, we analyze the effects of the cor-
relations between the 12 bond lengths, 15 bond angles, and 2
u-backbone dihedral angles on the calculated stericallyFIGURE 6 (a–c) Calculated probability distribution P(c1, c2) of the stericall
protein crystal structures in the culled Dunbrack database with backbone dihe
Fig. 3 c); (b) 8970 randomly generated Ile dipeptide mimetics with the back
bond angles, and dihedral angles u (from residues i and i þ 1) chosen randomly
relations as found in the culled Dunbrack database; and (c) 8970 randomly gene
and j ¼ 45 and bond lengths, bond angles, and u-dihedral angles chosen ran
culled Dunbrack database. Panels d–f show the correlation coefficients between
from the Ile dipeptide mimetics employed to calculate the probability distribu
lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles as shown in Table 1. To see this figur
Biophysical Journal 105(10) 2403–2411allowed probability distributions P(c1, c2) for Ile dipeptides
when the backbone dihedral angles are fixed at the a-helix
canonical values f ¼ 60 and j ¼ 45. In Fig. 6 a, we
show the calculated P(c1, c2) for Ile residues from the culled
Dunbrack database with f and j at a-helix canonical values
(same as Fig. 3 d). The correlation coefficients between the
bond lengths and bond and dihedral angles for Ile residues
from the culled Dunbrack database are shown in Fig. 6 d,
with labels given in Table 1. The amplitudes of the fluctu-
ating positive and negative correlations are above random
noise (Fig. 6 f). In Fig. 6 b, we show P(c1, c2) for artificial
Ile dipeptide mimetics with bond lengths, bond angles,
and u-backbone dihedral angles randomly selected from
Gaussian distributions with means, standard deviations
(SDs), and multivariate correlations that match those from
the culled Dunbrack database. We find that the probability
distributions P(c1, c2) shown in Fig. 6, a and b, are very
similar to those obtained from Ile dipeptides constructed
without building in multivariate correlations. Thus, correla-
tions in the bond lengths, bond angles, and u-dihedral
angles do not strongly influence the distribution of sterically
allowed side-chain dihedral angles in dipeptides.
We find qualitatively similar results for Leu dipeptides,
with a few noteworthy differences. In Fig. 2 c, we show
that the most c1 and c2 combinations from Leu residues
in the culled Dunbrack database occur in boxes 6 and 8y allowed combinations of c1 and c2 for (a) Ile dipeptides extracted from
dral angles for all residues rotated to f ¼ 60 and j ¼ 45 (same as
bone dihedral angles rotated to f ¼ 60 and j ¼ 45, bond lengths,
from Gaussian distributions with the same mean, SD, and multivariate cor-
rated Ile dipeptide mimetics with backbone dihedral angles set to f ¼ 60
domly from Gaussian distributions with only means and SDs that match the
the 12 bond lengths, 15 bond angles, and two backbone u-dihedral angles
tions P(c1, c2) in a–c, respectively. The axes labels in d–f index the bond
e in color, go online.
TABLE 1 Indexes that label the 12 bond lengths, 15 bond
angles, and two backbone u-dihedral angles that characterize




2 Ci-1 – Oi-1
3 Ci-1 – Ni
4 N – Ca
5 Ca – C
6 C – O
7 Ca - Cb
8 Ca – Cg2
9 Cb – Cg1
10 Cg1 – Cd
11 Ci – Niþ1
12 Niþ1 – Ca
iþ1
13 Ca
i-1 – Ci-1 – Oi-1
14 Ca
i-1 – Ci-1 – Ni
15 Oi-1 – Ci-1 –Ni
16 Ci-1 – Ni – Ca
i
17 N – Ca – Cb
18 N – Ca – C
19 C – Ca – Cb
20 Ca – C – O
21 Ca – Cb – Cg1
22 Ca – Cb – Cg2
23 Cg1 – Cb – Cg2
24 Cb – Cg1 – Cd
25 Ca
i – Ci – Niþ1
26 Oi – Ci – Niþ1
27 Ci – Niþ1 – Ca
iþ1
28 Ca
i-1 – Ci-1 – Ni – Ca
i
29 Ca
i – Ci – Niþ1 – Ca
iþ1
FIGURE 7 (a–j) Calculated probability distributions of the sterically
allowed side-chain dihedral-angle combinations c1 and c2 (5
5 bins)
from the steric plus stereochemical constraint model (in b, d, f, h, and j)
after averaging over all Leu configurations with f and j backbone dihedral
angles given in a, c, e, g, and i, respectively. See Fig. 3 for additional infor-
mation. To see this figure in color, go online.
Amino Acid Stereochemistry 2409(Fig.7 , f and h), totaling >92% of the side-chain conforma-
tions. In this figure we plot the sterically allowed distribu-
tions P(c1, c2) for our model when we employ different
sampling methods for f and j. When we sample f and j
according to the culled Dunbrack database or when we set
f and j to canonical a-helix values, we find that 75% of
the sterically allowed c1 and c2 combinations are found in
boxes 6 and 8 (Fig.7, f and h). An interesting difference be-
tween P(c1, c2) obtained from the culled Dunbrack database
and that predicted from our model is that side-chain confor-
mations in box 9 (Fig.7, i) are more abundant in the model.
This abundance occurs despite syn-pentane interactions
(Dunbrack) that lead to strong overlaps between backbone
and side-chain Cd atoms for c1 R 300
. In future studies,
we will investigate whether structures in coil libraries
more frequently populate the sterically allowed conforma-
tions in box 9(Fig.7, i). In contrast to the results for Ile,
the specific method used to sample f and j does not
strongly influence the calculated P(c1, c2) for Leu, i.e., uni-
form sampling of f and j in f, h, and j gives results qualita-
tively similar to those obtained by sampling f and j
according to the culled Dunbrack distribution.
The sterically allowed distributions P(c1, c2) for the rele-
vant regions of f and j space are plotted for Leu in Fig. S4.
Again, we find that the j dependence of P(c1, c2) is some-what stronger than the f dependence. For values in the range
35% j% 55 (i.e., the top two rows of Fig. S4), the model
predicts few sterically allowed c1 and c2 combinations, with
most occurring in box 6. As j decreases, sterically allowed
c1 and c2 combinations populate more boxes, with most
occurring in 6, 8, and 9. We also find sterically allowed c1
and c2 combinations that bridge boxes 5 and 6, as well as
boxes 8 and 9, which suggests that these conformations
enable transitions between rotamers (57).
In Fig. S5, we count the number of sterically allowed c1
and c2 combinations that occur within 5
  5 boxes in f
and j space for Leu. For the rare c1 and c2 combinations
(e.g., boxes 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7), the f and j combinationsBiophysical Journal 105(10) 2403–2411
2410 Zhou et al.that admit sterically allowed c1 and c2 combinations are
fairly uniform. In contrast, the highly probable sterically
allowed c1 and c2 combinations that populate boxes 6, 8,
and 9 for the most part are associated with f and j combi-
nations in the canonical a-helix and b-sheet regions of the
Ramachandran plot, although some conformations in box
6 exist in the bridge region. This predicted behavior is
also found in the protein structures from the culled Dun-
brack database (Fig. S6).
We also performed similar side-chain conformational
analyses on the Leu and Ile residues in ultrahigh-resolution
structures, and these gave results similar to those obtained
with the calculations described above. See the Supporting
Material and Figs. S1 and S2.CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have enumerated the sterically allowed
side-chain dihedral-angle combinations for Leu and Ile
dipeptide mimetics using a hard-sphere plus stereochemical
constraint model. We find that the regions of the sterically
allowed probability distributions P(c1, c2) correspond to
side-chain dihedral-angle combinations that are observed
in proteins of known structure. Thus, we emphasize that,
in many cases, modeling steric and stereochemical
constraints alone can quantitatively describe side-chain
conformational statistics. The discrepancies between the
side-chain dihedral-angle distributions calculated from our
model and those extracted from the PDB are likely due
to the particular nonuniform weighting of the sterically
allowed side-chain conformations in the PDB and will be
investigated in future studies.
Our complete enumeration approach may be contrasted
with methods that rely exclusively on the PDB, which are
overweighted by the f and j combinations that occur
frequently in structures deposited in the PDB. In contrast,
with our model, we can interrogate side-chain conforma-
tions that are rarely sampled in the PDB as well as the highly
probable ones. We are now in a position to calculate the
side-chain dihedral-angle distributions for all other dipep-
tide mimetics and predict side-chain conformations in the
context of proteins.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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